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ATTACHMENT II 
 

MEMORY OF THE WORLD REGISTER FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBEAN   
APPICATION FORM 2012 

 

Title of item being proposed  

 
 

               Atlas and map of the cartographer Miguel Antônio Ciera   
           

 

1.0 Summary (max 200 words)  

 
Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reason for proposing it  
This is the “shop window” of your nomination and is best written last! If should contain all the essential  

Points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if they do not read the rest of 
your examination. 

 

The documents proposed for canditature in the manuscript cartographic category are the “Mappa geographicum 
quo flumen Argentum, Paranà et Paraguay...”, 1758, also known as “Ciera’s atlas”, and a separate map “Tabula 
nova, atque accurata Americae Australis...”, 1772, which was producted by Miguel Antônio Ciera. Both maps deal 
with the border demarcation between the Spanish and Portuguese Crowns for Meridional America’s Southern 
Region, established in the Treaty of Madri of 1750. Third Delimitation Expedition of the Portuguese Mixed 
Commission was delegated to demarcate the area beginning at the Igurey River, traveling up all its course as far as  
the Paraguay River and finally  to the junction of the Jauru River. They began the Project in 1753, going up the 
Paraguay River to the Jauru River, where they marked the limit  in 1754. Ciera and his mates then went back to 
Assuncion, exploring the Iguatemy River and they continued to the Aguaray River, a tributary of the Ipané-Guaçu, 
thus  finishing the Project in 1755. Besides the geographical description, both documents have scenic views of this 
region,  represented for the first time. The atlas adds iconography  of costumes and animals. The second map also 
includes jesuit missions. 

 
 
 

   

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

   National Library Foundation 

 

2.2 Relationship to the nomínated documentary heritage. 

 

  The National Library is the custodian of our nominated documentary heritage.  

 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information o nomination) 

      Mônica Rizzo Soares Pinto 

2.4 Contact details 

 

Name  

National Library Foundation 

 

Adress  

Av. Rio Branco, 219 – Centro 

20.040-008   
Rio de Janeiro – RJ  

Brasil 

 

Telephone 

55 21 3095-3984 

55 21 3095-3978 

Facsimile 

55 21 3095-3985 

 

Email 

crd@bn.br 

carto@bn.br 

 

 
 

mailto:crd@bn.br
mailto:carto@bn.br
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2.5 Declaration of Authority 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this  document the 
Regional Memory of the world Register.  

     Fundação Biblioteca Nacional 
 

 

 

Signature: MÔNICA RIZZO SOARES PINTO 
FUNDAÇÃO BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL 
 
14/09/2012 

Date  

3.0 Identity and description details of the documentary heritage  

3.1 Nome and identification details  of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) appear on the certifícate shoud be given 

In this par of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear precisely what 
you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with begininning and end dates) and closed. 
 
Atlas and map of the cartographer Miguel Antônio Ciera   
 
Title of the Atlas: Mappa geographicum quo flumen Argenteum, Paranà et Paraguay exactissime nunc primum 
describuntur  facto inito a nova Colonia ad ostium usque fluminis Iauru ubi, ex pactis finuim regundorum, Terminus 
de marmore positus, terrarumque insigniores Prospectus, et quorundam animalium forme suis quaelibet aptae 
delineantur. 
 
Author: Miguel Antônio Ciera 
 
Institution: Fundação Biblioteca Nacional 
 
Title of the Map: Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae Australis partem exhibens, in qua omnes praecipue 
Regiones, de quibus olim, regendorum finium causa inter lusitanos, Hispanos que conuenerat, atque aliaraum 
praeterea terrarum tractus continentur quae Agro Paraguaensi, Flumine Paranâ, Flumine Argenteo, atque Oceano 
terminantur. 
 
 
Author: Miguel Antônio Ciera 
 
Institution: Fundação Biblioteca Nacional 
 
Description: The Fundação Biblioteca Nacional (National Library Foundation) proposes as a candidate “Atlas and 
map of the cartographer Miguel Antônio Ciera”. “Ciera’s atlas”, as it is known, and a separate map, mural type, deal 
with the border demarcation of the Southern Region of the Madrid Treaty, where Ciera belonged to the third partida 
(mapping expedition) of a Mixed  Comission, contracted by the Portuguese Crown. Jaime Cortesão considers these 
documents “obras primas e capitais na história da cartografia portuguesa, maxime nesta época”; translation ,” prime 

and major works in the history of Portuguese Cartography” (CORTESÃO, v.2, p. 283). 
 
Cartography in the 18th century has a scientific character, which great expanded with the demarcation of borders in 
the Madrid Treaty of 1750, when technicians were hired (military engineers, cartographers, designer and assistants) 
and also scientific instruments and literature for the measuring of the territories were imported. Miguel Antônio Ciera 
greatly participated in the territory survey and cartographic production. However, only two exclusive cartographic 
works in Cartographic Division of the Fundação Biblioteca Nacional are known. Both are scanned and available at 
the website of the Biblioteca Nacional Digital (Digital National Library). Although there are copies from the nineteenth 
century of the other two Ciera maps in the Arquivo Histórico do Exército (Historical Archives of the Army), the 
location of these original documents is unknown (CORTESÃO, 1971, p.285- 291). 
 
At the Treaty of Madrid, which determined  the border demarcation between the domains of the Spanish and 
Portuguese Crowns in South America, mixed commissions were created for the North and South areas. These were 
divided into three mapping expeditions (partida or tropa): the first recognized the area from Castillos Grande 
(nowadays Castillos, in Uruguay) up to the mouth of the Ibicuy; the second should identify from the Uruguay River, 
between the mouth of the Ibicuy River and the Peperi-Guazu River, and passing against the current, it should go 
down the Iguazu River and go up the Paraná River to the mouth of the Igurey River, in Paraguay. The third 
expedition, as article VI of the Madrid Treaty states would have the task of marking “desde a boca do Igurey 
continuará pelo álveo acima até encontrar a sua origem principal; e dali buscará em linha reta pelo mais alto do 
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terreno a cabeceira principal do rio mais vizinho que desagua no Paraguay pela sua margem oriental, talvez será o 
que chamam Corrientes, e baixará pelo álveo deste rio até a sua entrada no Paraguay, desde a qual boca subirá 
pelo canal principal que deixa o Paraguay em tempo seco; e pelo seu álveo até encontrar os pântanos que forma 
este rio, chamados a Lagoa dos Xarais, e atravessando esta Lagoa, até a boca do rio Jauru” (from the mouth of 
Igurey, proceeding straight up its course to the headwaters; and enters the Paraguay on its eastern shore, this river 
may be called the Corrientes,  and this river will go down its course  to its mouth in the Paraguay River, from this 
mouth it goes up its principal channel to the Paraguay River which leaves the Paraguay River in dry periods; and in 
its course to meet the swamps that form this river, which are called the Xarayes Lagoon, and crossing this Lagoon to 
the mouth of Jauru River). The third expedition (partida or tropa) began in november of 1753, going up the Paraguay 
River to the Jauru River, where they fixed the limit with a marble mark on January 9 of the following year. They went 
back to Asunción, exploring the Iguatemy River and they continued to the Aguaray River, a tributary of the Ipané-
Guaçu. In 1755, they finished the work of this expedition.  The Ipané river was established as the bank on the 
opposite side of Iguatemy River. The two rivers established the border link between the Paraguay and Parana 
Rivers. 
 
The atlas comes from the Coleção Real Biblioteca (Royal Library Collection) and it is entitled “Mappa geographicum 
quo flumen Argenteum, Paranà et Paraguay exactissime nunc primum describuntur facto initio a nova Colonia ad 
ostium usque Fluminis Iauru ubi, ex pactis finium regundorum, terminus de marmore positus, terrarumque 
insigniores Prospectus, et quorundam animalium forme suis quaelibet aptae locis delineantur. Opera, ac Studio 
Michaelis Ciera R. F. geographi” – in English: Geographical map which, exactly, for the first time the Plata River, the 
Parana River and the Paraguay River are described, drawn from Colonia to the Mouth of the Jauru River, where, by 
the boundaries of the territories to be governed, a marble mark is fixed. The most celebrated aspects of the lands 
and some animals were drawn by the work and the study of Miguel Ciera, geographer of the most faithful king. This 
work has 35 sheets drawn in pencil and ferrogallic ink and colored by watercolor. It can bee seen at the site of the 
Biblioteca Nacional Digital (Digital National Library) at 
 http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf 
 
The atlas begins with a design, making it clear that the work was produced to be offered to the king of Portugal. It is 
the drawing of a female figure, who is sitting down on the pedestal, holding an oval medallion in the right hand, with 
the inscription: Josephus I GraT. Port. et Algar. Rex MDCCLVIII (Joseph I Great King of Portugal and Algarve). 
 
 
 

                            
 

                            Sheet 1- The image                                                                                                 Sheet 2 – The title 
 
 
 
Sheet 2 shows the title and the name of the cartographer.  Three pages follow with 47 disthics in latin. In these there 
is a dedication to the king and to Gomes Freire de Andrade, who Ciera calls “Great Freire (f. 4, disthic 17), and the 
journey of Miguel Ciera’s demarcation is reported, which comments on the dangers that he encountered, to the 
Gloria of Portugal. 
 

http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf
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Distich with the dedication to the king 

 
Sheet 6 has a map and views of Colonia do Sacramento. Between sheets 7 and 35, it has charts numbered in 
Roman numerals, which are inserted with views of places and drawings of animals. All of the charts have “pictorial 
interferences ranging from subtil baroque details to complex and heavy architectural forms, markedly neoclassic” 
(Costa, Maria de Fátima, 2009). Among these designs mythological pictures (cupid) and group of people are shown. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
               Sheet 11 Parana River and detail of the cupid  
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Tamanduá 

 
 
 
Sheet 22 has five pictures regarding Paraguay, which show characteristic clothing of women and men and three 
views of places, including Asunción. 
 
 

 
 

Sheet 22 – Paraguayan people with characteristic clothing 
 
 
 
 
 
In sheet 25, map X there is drawn in the lower center of the map, a stone monument in the shape of a quadrangular 
pyramid, which represents the demarcation. This representation means the decision of the members of the third 
expedition “de comum acordo principar a demarcação” (by common agreement to begin the demarcation) from the 
Tropic of Capricorn up, in accordance with Ciera’s  dairy (COSTA, 2009). According to Maria de Fátima Costa, sheet 
32 deserves eminence, because there are representations of five views of the region, the most emblematic, called by  
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the Spanish Laguna de los Xarayes (Xarayes Lagoon). This region, observed by the members of the third  
expedition, consists of the Paraguay River overflowing in period of flooding. It was referred to in the Treaty as "os 
pântanos que formam este rio, chamados a Lagoa dos Xarais" (the swamps which form this river [Paraguay River], 

are called the Xarayes Lagoon). The next sheet, 33, where map XIV provides a better understanding  of the 
cartograph representation of the Pantanal. 
 
 
 

 
 

Pantanal Region 
 

Sheet 34 has two views: the first shows the place where it fixed the marble mark and the other the Paraguay River. 
The last chart, located in sheet 35, shows the drawing of the fixed mark at the mouth of the Jauru River, with the 
inscriptions in Latin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sheet 34 - Jauru River view, where it was fixed the mark 
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Sheet 35 - Paraguay River, where it  shows the local of the mark of  boundaries demarcation 
 
According to Maria de Fátima Costa, the work describes the route of the journey of the third delimitation expedition, 
divided into two parts: “The first corresponds to the river route up to Asunción (sheet 6 to 24) and the second covers 
the path taken from the Tropic of Capricorn to the mouth of the Jauru River (sheets 25 to 35)” (Costa 2009). This first 
part is reserved for the South American Spanish territory, which goes from la Plata River to the city of Asunción, in 
Paraguay. The second part deals with the border territory, where the cartographer represented six maps in details of 
the course of the Paraguay River, from its flowing into the  Parana River to its tributary, the Jauru River. 
 
This cartographic work is considered the first representation with views and iconography of the interior of the  
 
Southern Region of Meridional America. Ciera tried to inform the king Portugal of the territory – both to the 
Portuguese and Spanish sides, as well as the borders demarcation, by means of the maps, having the geographical 
coordinates, interspersed with views and others drawings. 
 
Besides Ciera’s atlas, the present candidate includes a muralmap entitled Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae 
Australis partem exhibens, in qua omnes praecipue Regiones, de quibus olim, regendorum finium causa inter 
lusitanos, Hispanos que conuenerat, atque aliaraum praeterea terrarum tractus continentur quae Agro Paraguaensi, 
Flumine Paranâ, Flumine Argenteo, atque Oceano terminantur. Auctore. Michaele Antonio Ciera Astronomo, ac 
Geographo Regio, qui Josephi I Regis Fidelissimi Jussu loca fere omnia semel atque iterum peragravit assidua 
observatione notavit , et ad calculos astronomicos revocata fide bona, atque integra in hanc speciem, et formam 
digessit, ac nemini fraude facta, labore tantum ac studio vero admodum suo descripsit Olisipone Mense Sextili An. 
MDCCLXXII.  

 
Translated “a new map with South America complete showing the part and mainly all of the regions, which once 
were found the borders of the kingdom between the Portuguese and the Spanish, besides the extension of other 
lands that end in the Paraguayan territory, in the Parana River, in the Plata River and in the Ocean. Author Miguel 
Antonio Ciera, a royal astronomer and geographer, by the order of the most faithful King Joseph I, traveled to all the 
places and along the paths, noted with constant observation, maintaining fidelity to the astronomical calculations, 
classified fully this image and configuration, without any fraud, and described it carefully and artfully. Lisbon sextile 
month [August] year 1772”. 
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Mural map - Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae Australis 
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This map was, for a long time, in terrible conditions of preservation, glued in only one support in deteriorated cloth 
measuring 105 x 127 cm and it was stored in roll format in a closet, which was impossible to access for the research. 
It is cited in four bibliographical sources: Catálogo de Exposição de História do Brasil, de 1881 (Anais da Biblioteca 
Nacional, vol. 9) e os livros História do Brasil nos velhos mapas (CORTESÃO, 1971), Tratado de Madri 
(CORTESÃO, 2001) e Real Forte Príncipe da Beira (NUNES, 1985). This map was restored and digitalized two 
years ago and it was incorporated in the commemorative exhibition of the bicentenary of the National Library, in 
2010. When it was restored it was divided into two sections for its better preservation. The first section covers the 
area from the Plata River to the Tebiquary River (nowadays the Taquari River) measuring 103,5 x 126,5 cm. The 
second section comprises the places between Asunción and Jauru River, and it measures 104,5 x 126,5 cm. 
Therefore, it can be seen at Biblioteca Nacional Digital (Digital National Library) in only one sheet at: 
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart485885/cart485885.htm or at 
 http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart485885/cart485885.jpg. The provenance is not known. 
 
The Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae Australis presents the same characteristics of the atlas. In the margins it 
is decorated with 16 views of the similar geographical areas as the regions of the atlas, which are called cartes a 
figure. They are arranged in the following manner: on the left there are six views of the Paraguay and  the Pantanal. 
Above it two views occur, one of the source near the Jauru River and the other the hills. Between these two views 
the author writes again, in latin, ,”Confectis magnis Itineribus coelo mari terra diu noctus observatis fide vigilantia 
studio non Fraude et rapto”, translated (elaborated with great routes in the sky, in the sea, on the land, day and night 
protected by faith, by vigilance, by zeal, not by fraud or theft). On the right side there are six views,  among which are 
the Salto Grande do Parana, Saint Catalina Stones. At the bottom there are two views of the cities of Asunción and 
Colonia do Sacramento.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cartes a figure of the Tabula nova, atque accurata America Australis 

 

 

 
View of Asunción City 

 

 
 

View of Colônia do Sacramento 

 

http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart485885/cart485885.htm
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart485885/cart485885.jpg
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The map shows the route of the first and the third expeditions of the Boundaries Demarcation Commission of the 
Southern Region with the indication of landmarks, although Ciera participated only in the third expedition. The 
longitude is measured from the Lisbon meridian. The line of the Tropic of Capricorn is signalized, where the 
boundaries demarcation was began by the determination of the members of the third expedition. At the border of the 
Parana River, near the Tebiquary River (the Taquari River) two subtitles are shown, which inform the mistakes of the 
distances between São Miguel and Laguna, according to the astronomical observations made by the missions. 
Another subtitle refers to the toponyms of the Uruguay River and its tributary the Negro River. The map also extends 
to the jesuit missions, indicating the place of the Guaranitic War, with the subtitle "Estancia S. Catrina”. Caibaté. 
Campo de batalha em 10 de fevereiro de 1756" (plantation S. Catrina, Caiboaté, battlefield in 1756, 10the, February 
 
 

 
 

Mark of the first expedition in Castillos 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The jesuit missions 
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The studies of this map are unkown, but it is certain that it was produced at the time when the Nobles College was 
extinguished and Ciera was nominated at the University of Coimbra. In addition, Ciera was also professor of the 
future boundaries surveyors of the Saint Ildefonso Treaty (1777), Antonio Pires da Silva Pontes e Francisco José de 
Lacerda e Almeida. These men carried out cartographic works in the Mato Grosso region. It is probable that the 
elaboration of this map has contributed to the boundaries demarcation of the Saint Ildefonso Treaty. 

 

3.2 Catalogue or registration details 

 

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining a collection. If this is 
too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by sample catalogue entries, accession or 
registation numbers or other ways of defining a collection’s size and character can be used. 

 

Both cartographic documents are catalogued in separeted registers. The system of the cataloging is made by the 
entry of the data base in real time in the Cartograph base, according to MARC 21 format, Machine Readable. The 
author, the title or the subject are retrieved. The Cataloging description is shown as: 

 

Autor Ciera, Miguel Antônio, m.1782. 

Título 

Mappa geographicum quo flumen Argenteum, Paranà et Paraguay exactissime 
nunc primum describuntur : facto inito a nova Colonia ad ostium usque fluminis Iauru ubi, 
ex pactis finuim regundorum, Terminus de marmore positus, terrarumque insigniores 
Prospectus, et quorundam animalium forme suis quaelibet aptae delineantur. / Opera, ac 
Studio Michaelis Ciera R. F. geographi. -  

Título 
secundário 

Atlas de Ciera. 

Publicação 1758.  

Descrição 

física 
1 atlas ms. (35 f.) : col., desenho a tinta ; 37 x 28cm  

Notas 

Desenho a nanquim e a tinta ferrogálica. 
Aquarelado 
Coleção Real Biblioteca. 

Acondicionado em duas caixas.  
 

Assuntos 

Espanha. [Tratados, etc. Portugal, 1750 jan. 13] - Mapas - Obras 
anteriores a 1800 - Mapas.  
Portugal. [Tratados, etc. Espanha, 1750 jan. 13] - Mapas - Obras 
anteriores a 1800.  
Tratado de Madri, 1750 jan. 13.  
Índios da América do Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800 - 

Mapas.  
América do Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  

Brasil, Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  
Brasil - Fronteiras - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800 .  
Brasil - História - Período Colonial, 1500-1822 - Mapas.  
Paraná, Rio - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  
Paraguai, Rio - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  

Plata, Rio de la (Argentina e Uruguai) - Mapas manuscritos - Obras 
anteriores a 1800.  

Localização CAM.02,001/002on Cartografia  

 

 

 

 

Autor Ciera, Miguel Antônio, m.1782. 

Título 

Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae Australis : partem exhibens, in qua omnes 
praecipue Regiones, de quibus olim, regendorum finium causa inter lusitanos, Hispanos que 
conuenerat, atque aliaraum praeterea terrarum tractus continentur quae Agro Paraguaensi, 
Flumine Paranâ, Flumine Argenteo, atque Oceano terminantur / auctore Michaele Antonio 
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Ciera... -  

Publicação Mense Sextili [agosto] An. 1772.  

Descrição 
física 

1 mapa ms. em 2 seções : col., aquarelado, desenho a nanquim ; 208 x 126,5cm cada seção 
104,5 x 126,5cm  

Notas 

Após o nome do cartógrafo está escrito: "Astronomo, ac Geographo Regio, qui 
Josephi I Regis Fidelissimi Jussu loca fere omnia semel atque iterum peragravit 
assidua observatione notavit , et ad calculos astronomicos revocata fide bona, 
atque integra in hanc speciem, et formam digessit, ac nemini fraude facta, labore 
tantum, ac studio vere admodum suo descripsit. 

Local de produção: Olisipone [Lisboa]. 
A primeira seção abrange do rio da Prata até o rio Tebiquary (atual Taquari), 
medindo 103,5 x 126,5cm. Nessa folha consta as missões jesuíticas do Guarani e 
o atual país do Uruguai. A segunda seção compreende os locais entre Assunção e 

o Rio Jauru, medindo 104,5 x 126,5 cm. Consta também parte do rio Paraná, 
entre os afluentes Ibicui e Jaguari, onde indica Salto Grande. 

 

Assuntos 

Espanha. [Tratados, etc. Portugal, 1750 jan. 13] - Mapas - Obras 
anteriores a 1800 - Mapas.  
Portugal. [Tratados, etc. Espanha, 1750 jan. 13] - Mapas - Obras 
anteriores a 1800.  
Tratado de Madri, 1750 jan. 13.  
Índios da América do Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800 - 
Mapas.  

América do Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  
Brasil, Sul - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  
Brasil - Fronteiras - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800 .  
Brasil - História - Período Colonial, 1500-1822 - Mapas.  

Brasil - História - Reduções jesuíticas, 1754-1756 - Mapas manuscritos.  
Paraná, Rio - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  
Paraguai, Rio - Mapas manuscritos - Obras anteriores a 1800.  

Plata, Rio de la (Argentina e Uruguai) - Mapas manuscritos - Obras 
anteriores a 1800.  

Localização ARC.016,12,001-002on Cartografia  

 

 

 

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photographs or a DVD of the documentary heritage).  

It is useful to append photograph (or in case of audivisual material a CD, DVD, USB key of all  or some material) 
where this adds additional information to help the assessors visualize or listen to the collection or document. 

 

The reproduction images are included in text. 

 

3.4 History / provenance 
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be  complete, but give 
the best description you can.  
 

Ciera made the “Mappa geographicum” when he returned to Lisbon, by the order of King of Portugal in 1756. The 

first few years in Lisbon was busy working on the border demarcations of Meridional America, finishing the Atlas in 
1756. This work was offered to the King of Portugal, Don José 1, which was later incorporated into his library. 

 

The Royal Library, thus called, came to Rio de Janeiro with the tranference of the Portuguese court to Brazil in 1808. 
In 1821, the royal family returned to Portugal taking with them a great part of the manuscript collections. The Ciera 
Atlas, however, remained in the Public Library of the Court of Rio de Janeiro, stored in the former Cabinet of 
Manuscripts, now the Division of Manuscripts. Following the Proclamation of Independence in 1822, the acquisition 
ofthe Royal Library by Brazil was regulated by the Additional Convention of the Peace and Friendship treaty between 
Brazil and Portugal on August 29, 1825.  
 

In 1944, the Atlas was transfered to the recently created Section of Geographical Charts. In 1946 this Section was 
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extinguished and the map collection was joined to that of the Stamp Collection thereby forming the Section of 
Iconography. In 1988 with the creation of the Area of Cartography beside the Division of Manuscripts, the collection 
was again separated, becoming independent – which represented a return to the idea of the former Section of 
Geographical Charts. 
 
As to the map entitled “Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae Australis” there is no knowledge of its provenance, 
however it is known that it has been in the National Library since the time of the History of Brazil Exhibition in 1881, 
by having been cited in the catalog of that exhibition, under the number 1834.  

 

 

3.5 Bibliography   
A bibliograghy demonstrates what others have independentlymsaid and written about the heritage you are 
nominating. It is the best if you can  cite scjpçars frp, several countries, rather tan just your own country, and if they 
are auhoritative voices clearly independent from both your own institution and UNESCO.  
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http://eventos.letras.up.pt/ivslbch/comunicacoes/96.pdf. Accessed in: 2012, June 8. 
 
___. A disputa ibérica pelo domínio do Rio Paraguai na segunda metade do século XVIII e a sua 
representação cartográfica. In: Simpósio Brasileiro de Cartografia Histórica, 1, Paraty, 2011. [Online] . Available: 
<https://www.ufmg.br/rededemuseus/crch/simposio/FERREIRA_MARIO_C.pdf. Accessed in: 2012, June 9. 
 
___.___.Navigator, Rio de Janeiro, v. 7, n.14, p. 59-71, dez. 2011. [Online] . Available: 
http://www.revistanavigator.com.br/navig14/dossie/N14_dossie5.pdf. Accessed in: 2012, June 9. 
 
___. Para a reforma pombalina do ensino em Portugal. In João Alves das Neves (org.). Encontros Culturais Luso-
Brasileiros , Curitiba (2002);  Rio de Janeiro (2003). Lisboa: Universitária Editora, 2004, pp. 52-58. 
 
___. O Tratado de Madrid e o Brasil Meridional: os trabalhos demarcadores das partidas do sul e a sua produção 

cartográfica. Lisboa: Comissão nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses, 2001. 
 
NUNES, José Maria de Souza e ADONIAS, Isa. Real Forte Principe da Beira. Salvador: Fundação Emilio 
Odebrecht, 1985. P. 178. 
 

 

 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or organizations with expert 
knowledge about the values and provenance of the documentary heritage.  

Name  

 
Qualifications Contact details  

   

1. . Maria de Fátima Gomes 
Costa 

Professor Associated of 
the History of the 
Departament 

Researcher 

 

Universidade Federal do Mato  Grosso  
(UFMT) 

 

Conselho Nacional de Pesquisa (CNPq) 

(costa.mf@terra.com.br) 

2. Iris Kantor Iberian History Professor 
of the History of the 
Departament 

Universidade de São Paulo (USP) 

(ikantor@usp.br) 

mailto:costa.mf@terra.com.br
mailto:ikantor@usp.br
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3. Mário Clemente Ferreira Researcher Assistent of 
the Centro de História de 
Além-Mar 
(CHAM)/Faculdade de 
Ciência Sociais e 
Humanas 

Universidade Nova Lisboa/ Universidade dos Açores 

 (mariocferreira@sapo.pt) 

 

 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative referees so that 
a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purporses.  

 

4.0 Legal Information 

 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Nombre   

Fundação Biblioteca 
Nacional 

Address  

Centro de Referência e Difusão 

Av. Rio Branco, 219 – 3º andar 

 Telephone 

55 21 3095-3984 

55 21 3095-3978 

Facsimile 

55 21 3095-3985 

Email  

crd@bn.br 

carto@bn.br 

 

 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner) 

Name 

Nothing to declare 

Address  

 

 

Telephone Facsimile Email  

 

 

 

 

4.3 Legal status  

Provide details of legal and administrative responsability for the preservation of the documentary heritage.  

 

Public documentation, which is the possession of a public entity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Accesibility  

Describe the ítem(s)/ collection may be accessed 

 
Both maps are digitalized and are accessible at the site: Fundação Biblioteca Nacional, in the Biblioteca Digital.  
 
As the “Mappa geographicum...” is available at:  
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf. 
 
As the “Tabula nova,atque accurata Americae Australis…” is available at: 
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf. 
 
The access to the original documents is conditioned by the request from the researcher or the institution that he is 
associated with. 
 
All access restrictions should be explicity stated below 

 
Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective ofl MoW. Accordingly, digitalization for Access purposes is 
encouraged and you should comment on whether has been doneor is planned.You should also note if there are 

mailto:mariocferreira@sapo.pt
mailto:crd@bn.br
mailto:carto@bn.br
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_cartografia/cart90559.pdf
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legal or cultural factor that restrict access.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Copyright status  

Describe the copyright status of the ítem(s) / collection 
Where copyright status is known. If should be stated. However, the copyright status of a document or collection has 
no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in determining whether it metes the criterea  for 
inscription. 

 

The document is in the public domain. The heritage rights belong to the Fundação Biblioteca Nacional (National 
Library Foundation). 

 

 

           

5.0 Assessment against the selection criteria 

 

5.1 Authenticity 

Is the documentary hertage what it appears tobe? Have identyty and provenance been reliably established? 

 

The “Mappa geographicum...” belonged to the Royal Library, which came to Brazil in 1808 – as it can be proved by 
the stamp on the second sheet, where it reveals the title. As the “Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae 
Australis...” its provenance is unknown, but the impression support is paper cloth. The eldest register of this map 
as part of the National Library collection is cited in the  Catálogo da Exposição de História do Brasil”, de 1881, 
under the number: note 1834. Jaime Cortesão considers these documents “obras primas e capitais na história da 
cartografia portuguesa, maxime nesta época”; translation ,” prime and major works in the history of Portuguese 
Cartography” (CORTESÃO, 1971,v.2, p. 283). Mario Clemente Ferreira refers to the atlas as ”um dos marcos 
mais importantes da cartografia no Brasil” (one of the most important marks of cartography in Brazil (FERREIRA, 
2001, p.297). 
 

 

5.2 Regional Significance 

 
Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful impoverishment of the 
heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a particular cultural area of the region? 
Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of history? 

 

This map and atlas by Miguel Antônio Ciera are the only originals known. Their disappearance would constitute a 
great loss of one of the primary sources of the history of the boundary demarcation of Meridional American Treaty 
of Madrid of 1750 for South America. There are other maps made by other members of the third expedition, both 
on the Portuguese side as well as the Spanish side. But these two documents have a peculiarity, which is the 
representation of a landscape set in the interior of the Southern Americ\a, specific the reigon of Plata Basin. The 
atlas also presents the fauna and the costumes of this region. The Tabula nova, atque accurata Americae 
Australis is a mural map intended to show the region of the Plata Basin marked by the Mixed Commission of the 

Boundary Demarcation of Southern Region, established by the Madrid Treaty. The map indicates the Guarany 
Jesuit missions,  where the Caiboaté Battle of Guaranit War occurred on “10 de fevereiro de 1756”, and the 
marked regions of the first, from Castillos to the Ibicuy River, in Uruguay, and the third expeditions. 
 
Both cartographic works are important, because they show ethnographic data collected in the land,  differing from 
the other printed maps in the European ateliers, working with text sources. Besides,  if compared with the 
cartographic documents of  other military maps, the Ciera maps distinguish themselves by their  ornamentation 
and iconography. There are sources of uses and costumes of thee native people, which are reminded of the 
watercolors of the naturalistic travellers from the begining of the 19th century. Therefore, it is possible to say that 
he antecipated trends which would come to be common after Humboldt. The treatment of landscapes joins 
together the human, physical and political geography.  
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5.3 Comparative criteria:  

 
Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.)   

 

1  Time 

Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant social or cultura change? 
Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the “first of its kind”? 

 

Both maps represent the period of the demarcation of borders, made by a member of the third expedition of the 
Mixed Commission of the Demarcation of borders, Migue Antônio Ciera. In these documents the first set of the 
views of landscapes of the interior of South America is represented. 

 

2  Place 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and culture? For example, 
was the location itself an important influence on the events or phenomena represented by the document? Does it 
describe physical environments, cities or institutions that have since vanished? 
 

Both the atlas and the map cover the  Plata Basin region (Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina and Uruguay). They 
show the correction of the toponym Xarayes or Xarais Lagoon, which is the Paraguay river during flooding which 
forms the Pantanal. The mural map indicates the jesuit missions of the Guarany, which comprises Argentina, 
Paraguay and Brazil (Rio Grande do Sul State), besides some subtitles which inform the astronomic observations 
given by the missions. According to the Treaty of Madrid, the Colonia do Sacramento became part of the Spanish 
domain and the Eastern Band of Uruguay (nowadays Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil) became part of the 
Portuguese domain. The jesuits did not accept the agreement and they had as allies the Guarany people. These 
were overcome in the Guaranitic War by the Portuguese and Spanish troops, and the missions were destroyed. 
The jesuits were expelled from Portuguese America in 1757 and from Spanish America in 1761. These missions 
became ruins, which are now a part of the UNESCO’S World  Cultual Heritage in Latin America. 

 

 

3  People  

Does the cultural context of the document’s creation reflect significant aspects of human behaviour, or of social, 
industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the essence of great movements, transitions, 
advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives of prominent individuals in the above fields? 

 

These documents reflect the social and political context relevant to the territorial conflicts, because it had 
contributed to the later works of boundary demarcation in the Treaty of Madrid. They also contribute to diplomatic 
interests and studies in this area. 

 

 

4 Subject and theme  
 
Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual developments in the natural, 
social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the arts? 

 
The cartographic works carried out by the surveyors of the Mixed Demarcation Committee the Treaty of Madrid 
resulted in a revolution of geographic knowledge in South America for Europe. 
 
The hiring of individuals with academic background, armed with the instruments and scientific literature to work in 
the boundaries demarcation of the south American continent, marked a new era in the History of Latin America, in 
the 18

th
 century. It is possible to say the Enlightenment period, the seventeen hundreds, that flourished in Europe, 

brought knowledge and technology to the New World. 
 
Ciera had a relevant role in the works of the third survey, ocurring between 1753 and 1754. He was hired to work 
on the tasks of astronomical observations and the production of maps, besides other activities which was given to 
him during the works. These cartographic drawings were the results of the valued expedition in South America. 
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5 Form and style  

 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value?  Or it is typical exemplar of a type of 
presentation, custom or medium? Is it an example of a disappeared or disppearing carrier or format? 

 

Miguel Antônio Ciera, was an Italian astronomer (the name given to the cartographer at this time) and 
mathematician hired by the Portuguese crown, to work on the boundaries demarcation of the Treaty of  of 1750. 
Nothing known of his life before he was hired by the Portuguese crown. 
 
 
Ciera, problably, having an academic education in Italy, lived in the Arcadian period, a part of Neoclassicism, which  
originated in Italy. Later, the Arcadian influenced Portugal and Brazil. This  influence can be observed in Ciera’s 
cartographic documents. 
 
The atlas shows the following characteristics: 
a) sheet 1 shows the drawing of a female picture which is a copy of Greco-Roman forms; 
b) the text has 47 distichs in latin, which indicates the knowledge and learning of the cartographer; 
c) the the landscapes, fauna and costumes, are the elements of nature, it is the principal role of this period; 
d) maps with toponims, geographic coordinates, besides being decorated with classical and mythological, baroque 
and iluminists elements which shows the scientific knowledge and the author’s knowledge of classicism. 
 
The mural map, made in 1772, shows clearly the Arcadian style, as: 
a) decorated edges with 16 cartes a figure, and the cartouche title is bedecked with the representation of a pastoral 

and bucolic environment – vegetation, animals and a bearded man, without clothes, lying carefree on the 
vegetation and a pot in a horizontal position, spilling water; 
b) the map is drawn with indications of geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude), Lisbon meridian, toponims, 
subtitles informing the measurements, marks and episodes, without ilustrations – they are the characteristcs of 
eighteenth century cartography; and finally 
c) the data observations, written in latin,  from the title and on the bottom upper edge inform that it is made without 
fraud and theft, revealing the honesty of the time and the knowledge of the classical language. 

 m 
6 Social / spiritual/ community significance:  
Application of this criterion mus reflect living significance – does docmentary heritage have an emotional hold on 
people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical qualities, or  reverenced for its association 
with significant people and events? 
(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritual/ community significance  no longer 
do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may eventually acquire historical significance.) 

 

Nothing to declare. 
 

6.0 Contextual information 

 

6.1 Rarity  

 

They are the only exclusive cartographic documents of Miguel Antônio Ciera, which is known. There is a map of 
the Mixed Commission, signed by all the members of the Commission, in the Mapoteca do Palácio do Itamaraty 
do Rio de Janeiro (Map Library of Itamaraty Palace in Rio de Janeiro). There are also copies from the nineteenth 
century of the other two Ciera maps in the Arquivo Histórico do Exército (Historical Archives of the Army), the 
location of these original documents is unknown (CORTESÃO, 1971, p.285- 291). 

 

6.2 Integrity  

 

The atlas was restored, with its leaves removed from the binding and the sheets preserved in passe-partout and 
polyester inside two boxes stored in a cabinet for better preservation. 

 

In the past the mural map was mounted on cloth in one sheet , measuring 208 x 126,5 cm and it was stored in roll 
format in a closet, which was impossible to access for the researchers. This map was restored and digitalized two 
years ago. It was divided into two sections for better preservation and is stored in a cabinet. 
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7.0 Consultation  with stakeholders 

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its significance and 
preservation.  

 
Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the process of 
preparing the nomination – and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have would comments to make?  

Nothing to declare. 

 

 

 

 

8.0 Assessment of risk 

Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage.  

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient.  

 

Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk, say so. UNESCO needs to know its true situation.   

 
The headquarters of the National Library, where the cartographical documents is located, is in an area relatively 
close the sea. Moreover, it is located between two avenues of major traffic, which causes high air pollution. The 
building is registered by the Instituto de Patrimônio Histórico, IPHAN (Historic Heritage Institute). 
 
The temperature and humidity levels in the storage areas are controlled by dataloggers in the Manuscripts room 
(where it is the Division of Cartography, in the contiguous space) with the SITRAD program – Remote 4.8. 

 
The Risks Management Project – Safeguarding and Emergency of the National Library has as its objective: 
“Guarantee the safeguard of the National Library collection for future generations with lower losses of possible 
value”.  This objective will be reached following the evaliation and continuous  treatment  of the risks to the 
collection of the National Library, which considers occurrences ranging from the emergencies and catastrophies to 
the  continuous process of deterioration. 

 
The Project regards the collection under permanent or temporary guardianship of the National Library, located in 
the building of the headquarters of the institution. In addition to the building itself, the risk management will involve 
the moveable heritage of the National Library, specifically the physical collections, such as digital collections 
storage there,  also including the Annex of this institution (Rodrigues Alves Avenue, Rio de Janeiro city) and to the 
collections which are stored in the Gustavo Capanema Building. 
 
In institutional terms, the Project involves all the levels and sections of the National Library, attempting to ensure 
joint efforts and to promote cooperation between diferent areas of the institution with the purpose of reaching the 
objective in a more efficent manner. The temporal aim of the Project is undefined, in other words,  permanent 
application as an integrated preservation instrument to the management of the National Library is intended.  

 

 
 

 

9.0 Preservation and Access Management Plan  

9.1 Is there a management plan for this documentary heritage ? 

YES NO 

 

   

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach futher details about current storage and custody of the 
materials. 

NO 

The atlas and the map are stored in the cabinet in the Cartographic Division and they are being processed for 
restauration and stored for their better preservatioon. 

The area is equipped with a safety alarm and a camera system and access is conditioned by the request from the 
researcher or the institution that he is associated with. 

 

 

10.0 Any other information   
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Details any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the Regional 
Memory of the World Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use this to 
promote the MOW Programme? 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient 
 
Miguel Antônio Ciera was born in Padua, Italy, his life is unknown before he established relations with the 
Portuguese. He was hired by the Portuguese crown to work on the boundary demarcation between the Portuguese 
and Spanish possessions in the south of Meridional America. After he was back in Portugal, he got married to Dona 
Antonia Margarida Violante de Lima, in 1761, and later had four children. One of them was Francisco Antonio de 
Ciera, who followed the father’s profession and became a great cartographer. 

 
When Ciera arrived in the American continent, he exercised important demarcation activities of the third expedition 
of the South. He undertook astronomic observations and produced maps. Ciera followed the first Portuguese 
commissioner on the trip to the Jauru River, a border of the demarcation of the South expeditions. However, other 
missions were gradually being attributed to him. 
 
In November of 1754, when he was going on to the Iguatmy River, he went through the land as an observer with a 
clipboard, and afterwards the plan was amended to add the other surveyors by the river, where they could not use 
that instrument. At the exploration  of the Aguaray-Gazu River, in Paraguay, he also seems to have been involved 
in intense and determined activity. In May of 1754, when Sá e Faria sent him to Gomes Freire de Andrade, the 
demarcation map was completed, it highlighted the role played by Ciera. 

 
When Ciera finished the works of the third expedition, he expressed the desire to follow the campaign evacuation of 
Sete Povos das Missões Orientais do Uruguay (Seven people of Oriental Missions of Uruguay), at the time of the 
Guaranitic War. Here, his performance was also praised by Gomes Freire de Andrade. In 1756, the king requested, 
through Marquis Pombal, his return to Portugal to give classes at the Colégio dos Nobres (Nobles College), and 
afterwards, at the Coimbra University together with other Italians such as João Angelo Brunelli, who participated in 
the boundary demarcation in the North Region. In the beginning in Lisbon, he kept busy with the works of the 
boundary demarcation, finishing the Mappa geographicum quo flumen Argentum, Paranà et Paraguay... in 1758 to 
be offered to the king D. Joseph I. 
 
According to Mário Ferreira (FERREIRA, 2001, p.257), Ciera developed activity of paramount importance in a 
renewal period of education in the second half of the 18

th
 century, carried out under the guidance of Marquis 

Pombal. In 1765, he was called Mayor of studies of Colégio dos Nobres (Nobles College). As the regulations of the 
Nobles College, it was required that the “Prefeito, para além das virtudes exemplares, fosse instruído nas Belas 
Letras e que escrevesse, com elegância, no latim” (the Mayor, in addition to being exemplary virtuous, being 

instructed in Fine Letters and writing Latin, with elegance). He worked in the function of college mayor until 
September of 1772, when the institution was extinguished. In the same year, Ciera was called to be as a doctor of 
philosopher of the Astronomy Chair of the Faculdade de Matemática da Universidade de Coimbra (Mathematic 
College of Coimbra University). As already said, Ciera was professor of  the Antonio Pires da Silva Pontes and 
Francisco José de Lacerda e Almeida, future surveyors of the boundary demarcation at the post Ildefonso Treaty, 
in 1777. He continued as professor of the College until 28 of January of 1780, when he was called to be the 
superior of the Aula da Navegação (Navigation Class), where he taught spheric trigonometry and theoretic 
navigation. He died on 10 of September of 1782. Besides cartography, Ciera produced several works, even in the 
musical area. In 1772,  at D. Joseph I’s birthday, Ciera published “Il sacrifício de Pastori: componimento 
drammatico”, in a libretto of opera of pastoral theme. 
 
The atlas and the mural map represent an important primary source of ibero-american analysis and studies. Both 
influenced a new era of cartography in sense of scientific objective, of mathematic representation and of the 
sublimity of geometric style. 
 
The register of these cartographic drawings to the MoW-LAC will result in the increase of the recognition of its 
value, at the regional level, and will enlarge the possibilities of them, through the presentations at the conferences, 
publications and exhibitions, where the MoW programme will must be emphasized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


